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Instrumental guitar music 17 MP3 Songs ROCK: Instrumental Rock, ROCK: Progressive Rock Details:

This record is my attempt to stay alive... stay alive as a creative person as well as a human being. For the

past four years I've been developing this project and working very hard to come up with something

original. I didn't want you to hear this record for the first time as if its a story that youve heard before. To

be really honest, for a while I got bored of playing guitar. Everybodys playing sounded the same, trying

too hard to say, "Hey, I can play too!" Playing guitar became some sort of competition about who could

play the fastest or the most difficult part. Yeah, that's when it got boring, because it wasn't about music

anymore. So I put my guitar away for a while. A couple months later I started hearing a voice inside my

head. The voice was telling me to keep creating. At first I thought I was going nuts - maybe too much

stress from work. But after a while it got really hard for me to deny that inner voice so I decided to give it a

shot. As soon as I did, I had a vision: to write a screenplay and then create a soundtrack for it. Why not?

I've always wanted to write music for a movie but I've never had the chance. Even if its a soundtrack for

an imaginary movie, it's still a soundtrack! It counts, right? So I spent a few months writing my own

screenplay. The story has a very special meaning to me but I'll let you decide for yourself what its about.

That is the beauty of instrumental music: since there are no lyrics, you have a blank canvas to fill with

your own personal interpretation of the music. This is where the magic lies. Even though you can listen to

the music purely for pleasure, Ive decided to give you a few hints about the story to get your imagination

going. Seventeen images were created to represent each of the songs on this album. I recorded the

voices for the five characters and even put some lines of the script in the enclosed booklet. So there you

have it: all the pieces of this weird puzzle are in your hands. Even if you put them together and they don't

became the same story I intended , it will still be a totally new cool story. Created by you. Playing guitar is

fun again!
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